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Theoretical Computer Science (TCS) was founded in June 1975; its hundredth volume 
was published in July 1992, a few days before the ICALP meeting in Vienna. And the 
present 150th volume appears in October 1995. It is clear that there has been a huge 
acceleration while even at the same time the number of journals publishing papers in 
various areas of Theoretical Computer Science has increased tremendously over the 
past ten years. We may agree that the number of researchers has increased in the 
same proportion or even more. We may also make a few remarks concerning the field 
of knowledge called “Theoretical Computer Science”: obviously, fewer long awkward 
manuscripts, building or rebuilding a whole theory, are submitted for publication. The 
style of most manuscripts has also changed: the papers are definitely written more 
professionally by authors who certainly know more mathematics than their predecessors 
did. This is especially noticeable for young authors: thus the definitions, notations. 
lemmas are more carefully chosen, the simple, obvious proofs are omitted, the substantial 
ones are reduced to the essential steps. Whence the same amount of work is presented 
in a smaller number of pages and the reader can more easily figure out which are the 
main original ideas and results. In this respect we believe that TCS has improved; this 
improvement reflecting only that the discipline has matured. 
Another remarkable fact is the widening of our discipline-widening and deepening. 
New phenomena are formalized in such a way that mathematical and logical tools can 
be successfully applied to their study and at the same time the study of other phenomena 
whose theory started earlier has led researchers to the use of more sophisticated mathe- 
matical tools; tools which were known to traditional mathematicians or tools which they 
have to build themselves. There are many examples: theories in which one can study 
the expressive power of query languages for databases emerged recently, and even more 
recently various definitions of hybrid systems were proposed to model systems in which 
discrete and continuous features are mixed, leading to theories mixing ideas and methods 
borrowed from finite automata theory and the classical theory of dynamical systems. 
Formal semantics, i.e., the study of the very basic phenomena of call-by-name or call- 
by-value parameter passing, polymorphism and typing can hardly be distinguished from 
category theory: categories as defined long ago by mathematicians, without any refer- 
ence to Computer Science, constitute the natural framework to develop formal semantics 
and the problems raised, in this framework, by computer scientists are SO important that 
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category theory has been enriched and modified to a large extent. This last field is a 
good example of the disappearance of the borderline between mathematics and computer 
science which was rather artificially drawn thirty years ago. 
When trying to think about the future of Theoretical Computer Science, the fact that 
more mathematicians will work on problems raised by computer scientists, and that 
computer scientists will have to know more mathematics and will have to cooperate 
more closely with mathematicians is, in our eyes, the most important one. We are sure 
that this tendency will become stronger and stronger and cannot be reversed. Too many 
notions, questions, ideas have been raised by computers and computer scientists which 
are good, rich, challenging objects for study by mathematicians and which need deep 
mathematics to be answered properly or be well understood for the osmotic exchange 
between mathematics and computer science to be stopped. 
Of course, there is a danger, inherent to all mathematics, namely that Theoretical 
Computer Science, when becoming too close to mathematics loses its motivation and 
the strong link it has with actual computer science and its practical, technological devel- 
opments. But I am confident that this will not happen, for in many respects Theoretical 
Computer Science is still in its infancy and the most challenging problems are still 
ahead of us. For us the most challenging problems are the almost infinite number of 
problems for which we know only intractable algorithmic solutions, and we have often 
proved that there exist no other “general” ones. Fortunately, a huge number of problems 
with a very high practical value, the solution of which would have a sizable economic 
effect, lie in this category and we cannot satisfy ourselves with the simple knowledge 
that the problem is “hard”. Indeed, many people are at work to solve them despite their 
hardness, for it is an absolute necessity in one or the other branch of industry: of course, 
they know about the hardness proofs and do not look for general efficient algorithms 
which do not exist. They rather look for peculiarities of a given problem or a given set 
of data, for approximate solutions, for random algorithms, etc. Among the specific very 
hard problems whose solution would have a high value is the problem of verifying that 
a piece of software (which may be several millions of lines long) really does what it 
has been written for and is “error-free”: clearly, theoretical computer scientists still have 
a lot of work to do to propose applicable methods even if very significant steps have 
been made by the researchers at work. 
Our wish and belief is that our journal Theoretical Computer Science will go on 
improving, thanks to its editors and its publisher. We have to be very attentive to the 
new developments, new fields open to research, new ideas, new mathematical tools. The 
editors have the very important task to evaluate and to reject not only all the papers that 
are not good enough, but also those which they think are too far from Computer Science 
and lack motivation. They also have the task to attract good papers, especially papers 
from young authors, beginners: the richness of our field lies in the huge number of hard, 
beautiful, challenging problems, it is also in the number of young people who come to 
that field for they believe, as we do, that Computer Science as a whole is changing our 
world and will go on changing it for many years or decades to come. 
We believe that all those who contributed to TCS, editors, guest-editors of special 
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issues, authors and the publisher can be proud of what has been achieved: from its 
beginning TCS has been one of the sources of knowledge in the newly born field 
of Theoretical Computer Science. Its growth, its health, the feeling that it is now 
firmly based on a number of well-founded theories with deep mathematical roots and 
implications: and since the importance of theories can be measured by the number of 
real objects and phenomena they allow to model, clearly, Theoretical Computer Science 
is a wealth of important and useful theories. 
As a conclusion we may observe that these theories are not yet presented in the best 
possible way, with as a result that they are not as well known as they deserve to be: 
indeed, the slow process of improvement of theories, which may take decades as we 
can see from the examples of matrix calculus or Fourier transforms, has not yet had 
the time to be performed But this means that theoretical computer scientists have to 
do it, endlessly: a tutorial section has been created in TCS to publish survey papers 
with a distinctive didactic flavor which would be steps towards better presentation, 
simplification, and eventually better understanding of our theories, results and methods. 
A great hope is that this section expands in our forthcoming issues. 
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